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Design and raytrace evaluation 
of polygonal trough solar concentrators
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The design and geometrical-optical performance characteristics of a polygonal trough 
with a flat absorber are presented. The distribution of local concentration ratio over 
a flat absorber at the focal plane of the polygonal trough has been determined using 
both analytical and conventional ray trace techniques. The results have been plotted 
graphically and discussed.

1. Introduction
Considerable interest has recently been shown in the development of linear 
solar concentrators providing intermediate concentrations [1, 2]. Such concen
trators may be used for solar thermal as well as photovoltaic applications. In 
the present paper the design and geometrical-optical performance character
istics of two typical polygonal trough designs with flat absorbers have been 
presented. The first design consists' of mirror elements of equal sizes placed at 
some specified angles (Fig. 1) whereas the second design uses mirror elements of 
varying sizes in order to produce a comparitively more uniform illumination 
(Fig. 2). For both the cases, the generalized formulae have been derived for 
the design parameters associated with each mirror element. The distribution 
of local concentration ratio (LCE) over a flat absorber placed at the focal plane 
of the first polygonal trough design has been investigated using an analytical 
method, whereas for the second design both analytical as well as a conventional 
ray trace techniques have been used for this purpose.
2. Analysis
For the purpose of the work presented herein, it is assumed that the polygonal 
trough concentrator is perfectly tracked, the mirror elements are specularly 
reflecting, solar radiation is incident axially and the intensity of solar disc is 
uniform.
2 .1 . First design
Figure 1 shows the cross-sectional geometry of the first design of the polygonal 
trough concentrator analysed in this paper. The polygonal trough consists of K  
mirror elements of the width B  on each half of the polygonal trough. The flat
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plate absorber size has been chosen to be equal to the size of the constituent 
mirror element (i.e., B), and it is placed at a distance F  from the central mirror 
element, so that the normally incident ray a t the lower edge of each constituent 
mirror element is reflected back to one edge of the flat absorber, whereas the ray 
incident at the upper edge interacts the plane of the flat absorber as per geo
metrical considerations.
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Tig. 1. Cross-sectional geo
metry of a polygonal trough 
(design I)

The coordinates (Xx, Yx) of lower edge of the first mirror element are given 
by

X x =  Xo +  I?cos0o,
Yi =  Yo+.Bsin0o 

where X 0 = —JB/2 and Y0 =  0.
Similarly, the tilt of the first mirror element with the horizontal may be 

calculated from

Obviously, for the central mirror element (if placed) 0O =  0.
Using simple geometry, the generalized expressions for the coordinates 

(X n, Yft), and tilt (0J of the n-th mirror element are given by:

r .  =  r ^ + B s i n C i ,  <2>
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and

respectively.
Figure 1 shows the geometry necessary for calculation of the distribution 

of LCE over the plane of the flat absorber. From the geometry of the con
centrator it is clear that the width of the intercept produced by each consti
tuent mirror element over the plane of the flat absorber will be somewhat larger 
than the size of the flat absorber (which in this case is equal to the size of the 
constituent mirror elements). The intercept width (Sn) produced by the 
rays LQ and TP incident normally on the w-th mirror element may be calculated 
as

Sn = X n+E/2 +  Ecos0n- [ F - ( Y w +  Esin0J]tan20Jl, (4)
with S0 = B.

A further spread in the width of the region of non-zero intensity over the 
plane of the flat absorber is due to the finite angular subtense of the sun. Thus, 
if 20  is the angle subtended by sun disc at any point on the concentrator, the 
additional increase in the illumination on its both sides may be given by

[F — (J n+ B  sin 0n] sec2 0n sin 
Ln =  cos(20n-<Z>) ~

and
{F — Yn) sec 2 0n sin 0  

Un~  cos(20n +  <*>)

(5)

(6)

respectively.
In order to study the distribution of local concentration ratio over the flat 

absorber, we use the procedure described by Singh et al. [3]. The contribution 
of the n-th mirror element to the distribution of LCR over the flat absorber may 
be calculated as

Ecos0n
C h  =  £„ +  «„+ Un ’ (7)
If it is assumed that no mirror element is placed in the central region owing 

to the shading caused by the absorber, then the total contribution of all the 
mirror elements to the LCR over the flat absorber may be calculated as

C =2_yOI„.«-1 (8)
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2.2 . Second design
As mentioned earlier, the second design analysed in this work consists of mirror 
elements of varying width (Fig. 2). The size of each constituent mirror element 
is chosen so that for normally incident rays the intercept produced on the plane 
of the absorber coincides with the size (B ') of the flat absorber.

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional geo
metry of a polygonal trough 
(design II)

Simple geometrical considerations led to the following expression for the 
parameters characterizing the position and size of the first mirror element, 
respectively:

x '= x ;+ T F 0cose;,
Y[ =  r;+TFosin0;,

=  F'cos20isec0;
where: X'0 = —B'/2, Y Q =  0, W0 =  B', and to the following generalized 
expressions for the position (X'n Y'n), and width (Wn) of the mirror element

X n = -3̂ 1-1+ ^ n —lCOS0M-l> 
y ;  =  r ; _ 1+TYnwsin0;_1

and
Wn =  J5'cos20^sec0w.
To calculate the tilt of the constituent n-th mirror element (6'n) with hori

zontal we may use the expression similar to Eq. (3)
I B'I2 + X'n \
\ r - K  I ( 12)

where 0O =  0 and F' is the distance of the flat absorber from the central mirror 
element.
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The expressions for spreads L'n and TJ'L (Pig. 2) caused by the finite angular 
subtense of the sun on both the sides of the specified absorber size may be 
expressed by the formulae:

, [P' — ( + Wn sin 6fn)] sec 2 0̂  sin &
'n cos(20;-0) ’

=  (P' — Y'n) sec2 0̂  sin 0  
n cos (2 e'n + 0)

(13)

(14)
In this case, the contribution of the w-th mirror element to the distribution 

of LCR over the flat absorber may be calculated as
CL· jB 'cos20w

k + & + v : ' (15)
-------------FIRST DESIGN

f
u

Fig. 3. Variations of tilt, width and contribution (CIn) with the number of mirror element
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Finally, the procedure outlined in paper [3] is used to obtain the distribution 
of LOR over the absorber plane.

To study the distribution of LCR over the flat absorber of the second design 
of the polygonal trough, a conventional ray trace technique was also used. 
Four hundred equidistant points were taken along the aperture of the polygonal 
trough and at each points seventeen rays were considered at an angular distance 
of two minutes of arc. For the central ray originating from the sun disc the 
angular distance is obviously zero. The intersection points of these rays with 
the flat absorber were calculated by using a simple geometrical optics. Then, by 
counting the number of rays falling within a small segment of the flat absorber 
and the number of rays within the segment of the entrance aperture of the 
equal size, we have obtained the distribution of LCR over the flat absorber.
3. Results and discussion
The results of some typical numerical calculations based on the above analysis 
are shown in Figs, 3-6. Figure 3 shows the variations of the tilt of the constituent 
mirror elements of a typical polygonal trough for both the designs. The variation

Fig. 4. Distribution of LCR over the plane of a flat absorber (F =  0.50 m)
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of the width of each constituent mirror element for the second design with the 
number of element (as we move towards the edge of the concentrator) is also 
shown in the same graph. This figure shows, moreover, the variation in the 
contribution of each mirror element for both the designs. Prom this graph it 
may be seen that for both designs, the tilt increases, whereas the contribution 
over the absorber plane gradually decreases as one moves from the centre toward» 
the edge of the polygonal trough. I t should be noted that owing to the finite 
size of the constituent mirror elements the final aperture diameters of the two 
designs are different.

Prom Pigure 4, which shows the distribution of LCB, it is clear that the 
second design, which allows the variation in the constituent mirror sizes, pro
vides a more uniform illumination than that given by the first design consisting 
of mirror elements of equal sizes. The comparison of Pig. 4, 5 and 6, which 
represent the LCR distribution for three different values of F, indicates that 
the relative benefit of the second design is not that prominent at higher values

B = 0.05 m
F = 0.90 m

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but F =  0.9 m
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of F. However, in all these cases the second design always provides higher 
concentration than the first design. For example, the central maximum con
centration ratio for the first design in these three cases are: 16.3, 17.5 and 16.7 
while in the second design the corresponding values are: 19.2, 20.1 and 18.1, 
respectively. The results of the ray trace analysis made for a typical case of

the second design are also shown in Fig. 4. The dashed curve represents the 
distribution of LCR over the flat absorber, determined by this procedure. I t 
may be seen that these results are in a good agreement with those obtained 
by analytical method within practical limitations.
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KoHCTpyKUHH h nepepacneT xo.ua cseTOBbix JiyneH MHoroyrjioBoro KopbiToo6pa3Horo 
cojinenHoro coSapaTeJiH (KOimeiiTpaTopa)
ripeflCTaBJieHbi KOHCTpyKima h reoMeTpHnecxH-onriraecxHe xapaKTepncTHKH MHoroyraoBHoro xopw- 
Too6pa3Horo onTinecKoro co6npaTejifl (xomieHTpaTopa) c iuiockhm a6cop6epoM. Onpe êjieHO pac- 
npeaejieHHe Mecraoro K03$ 4>HiiHeHTa KOHueHTpauHH Ha hhocxom a6cop6epe, npn kphmchchhh xax 
aHajmTMHecKHx, Tax h xoHBeHUHOHajibHbix tcxhhx nepepacneTa xofla jiynek. Pe3yjibTaTM npencTaBjieHbi 
rpa4)HHecKH h ohh oScjoxfleHbi.


